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A comprehensive menu of Acai Republic from Corona covering all 16 menus and drinks can be found here on
the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What Diane Duong likes about Acai Republic:
My favorites are the São Paulo and chia pudding bowls! How you see their bowls pictured is exactly how you

receive it- in addition to amazing customer service AND a smile! Their shop is so clean and so cool! I go to both
locations in Corona. The only place my friends, family, and I get açaí bowls from! 10/10!!Dietary restrictions: It

has something for everyone hereParking: Super convenient and spacious parkingKid-fri... read more. The
restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in nice weather, And into the accessible

spaces also come customers with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What Dalia Heyer doesn't like about
Acai Republic:

I’ve been obsessed lately with Blue Bowl and Everbowl, so I decided to try this place since is very close to my
house. I tried the Tahiti Bowl and I didn’t love it. The quality seemed good, but I looked everywhere to find the
ingredients (to see the nutritionals and find if it has any added sugar and which ones) but I couldn’t find this

information, which for me is VERY important and I guess is also for any person in... read more. In the morning,
you can enjoy a rich brunch at Acai Republic, as much as you want, For a snack in between, the tasty

sandwiches, small salads, and other snacks are suitable. No matter the occasion - an event - the in-house
catering makes it easy to enjoy the food from Acai Republic at home, The customers prefer especially flavorful

juices.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Smoothie�
SMOOTHIE

Drink�
SMOOTHIES

Chicke�
ANANAS CHICKEN

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Breakfas� Men�
GRANOLA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Ingredient� Use�
FRUIT

FRESH FRUIT

MANGO

COCONUT

HONEY

NUTELLA

MILK

BANANA

BUTTER
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